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Introduction
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•Future Commercial Space Traffic 
assumption:
• Will return as a hypersonic glider
• What does a (Columbia comparable)  fatal break 
up event (ca. 231000 ft. Alt., speed > Mach 20) 
mean ?
• Debris raining down on conventional air traffic
will cover a footprint of about 300 by 35 nm
• No collision of Columbia debris with air traffic
was just luck (Casualty propability for 
passengers was about 0.3)
Provocation
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•Commercial Space Traffic
• Only a few movements per year = 
research + entertainment for private 
super millionaires = no air traffic 
integration considerations needed = If 
ever relevant, in the very far future !
 Really ?
Motivation
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•10 years between
Motivation
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•Now
•Future (Who knows when ?)
Motivation
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SWIM "Intranet for ATM" 
concept requests all the future 
air traffic participants acting as 
communicating sub-systems.
Motivation
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SWIM What ?
Motivation
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SWIM What ?
•Technical profiles:
•Yellow  non critical information
•Blue critical information
•Purple Air / Ground info exchanges
Motivation
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SWIM What ?
Source: Manual on System Wide Information Management (SWIM) Concept, ICAO Doc 10039 AN/511
Motivation
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SWIM What ?
Motivation









Benefits of acting SWIM compliant
Challenge
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Safe global space traffic 
integration by taking into account 
data distribution of its changing 
debris (= hazard) area during 
reentry !
Solution
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Solution
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Solution (scalability)
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Anyhow ….
Outlook
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Outlook
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Outlook
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•Purple Profile (AirGround Information)
